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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Words To Glow

BRIGHT
SPARK
Directed by owner, Caroline McAvoy, Words To Glow supply and deliver their
large collection of bespoke and handmade event lighting props to diverse clients
and to a variety of North West venues.
Covering areas such as Liverpool, Cheshire, Blackburn, Wigan, Leeds,
Manchester and Chester and the Wirral, demand for Words To Glow products
and services continues to grow. Increasing enquiries for product hire from both
business to business and business to consumer nationwide is on the rise.

Founded in May 2015, and established in the centre of Manchester in the
North West, Words To Glow specialise in creating beautiful and bespoke
illuminated signage for hire for weddings, special occasions and corporate
parties and events throughout Manchester and the North West of England.
With every letter of the alphabet and numbers in stock, clients can hire large
illuminated letters to add a little extra sparkle to their wedding day, special
celebration or corporate event.

Popular choices include LOVE letters to MR & MRS, DANCE, PARTY or even
a company’s name which can be ordered to individual specification. Responding
to customer demand, the company have recently added to their product range
with a selection of smaller table top letters to accompany their larger range,
and new product lines are due to be announced shortly.

CORPORATE HIRES
For the corporate market, the hire options are
as individual as the clients themselves.

Previous hires have included the words
HOLLYWOOD for a themed corporate event
at the Chester Races, ACTIDERM for an
event in Leicestershire, ABC for the 80’s pop
band, ABC, at Manchester 235 Casino,
CLASS OF 2016 for a staff party and
VEGAS for a corporate function.

INSPIRATION

Now represented as a featured wedding supplier on several successful and highly
reputable wedding blogs, including ‘My English Wedding’, ‘Brides Up North’, ‘Love Me,
Love My Wedding’ and ‘Marry Me Ink’, this representation has bolstered Words To
Glow’s website presence and reputation with future clientele.

Further media exposure has been enjoyed as a featured case study for the Business
Growth Hub Eveolution programme; celebrating the entrepreneurial success of North
West business women and most notably, as a supplier to the BBC; where the letter lights
featured on their CBBC programme, ‘Marrying Mum and Dad’ in the summer of 2016.

Feedback from corporate clients and couples has been fantastic. The summer of 2016,
the first full year in operation, saw multiple weekend bookings for every weekend
beginning in May and right through the summer period with an incredibly busy festive
season also. With the 2017 season already nearly fully booked and orders as far as 2018
now being taken, continued success for Words To Glow is predicted.

Clients/Corporate Partnerships have included:
The BBC
ITV
Cheshire Cat Events
Big Entertainment
UPP B2B
By Parallel
Ninth Events
Soundboxed
Off Limits Events
Zen Venue Dressing
Giraffe Events
Kayad

Hotel Partnerships:
The Castlefield Rooms, Manchester
Worsley Marriot and The Malmaison, Manchester

Clients/Corporate Testimonials:
"We just loved the light up letters hired from Words To Glow – they added a real
‘WOW’ factor to our launch party and we had a great reaction from our clients. The
letters were in perfect condition and the service was impeccable – thank you Caroline!
UPP B2B King Street Townhouse

“The letters looked lovely in the evening, they really came in to their own once the sun
had set. Many people commented that they looked nice just by the dance floor. It was a
really easy process – they were where we had specified when we arrived and they
disappeared by magic once we had left!”
Regatta, The Castlefield Rooms, Manchester

“Amazing - service, communication and products were all brilliant. They really were a
great element to the event! Highly recommend.”
Charlotte Eastwood, ITV
“Caroline is extremely professional, always fast to respond and has a great range of
products. Would definitely recommend!”
The Castlefield Rooms, Manchester
“Words to Glow offered an efficient & reliable service when we hired light up letters for
our Launch Party. We wouldn’t hesitate in using them again, they are competitively
priced and trustworthy.”
Malmaison Manchester
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CEO BIO
Caroline McAvoy is the
Company Owner and
Director of North West
established company,
Words To Glow.

Having previously enjoyed several years’ career progression in a managerial role for a
successful recruitment agency prior to starting a family, Caroline returned to working
life in the summer of 2010, after graduating from The University of Salford with a 1st
Class (hons) degree. Following the completion of her studies, she went on to secure
several successful contracts in Event Management for Salford Council and a third
sector charity organisation in Trafford.
With her professional background in event planning and several family members
already working in the Weddings and Events Industry, the development of the Words
To Glow concept and illuminated letter lights seemed like a natural and progressive
next step for Caroline, whose creative skills in art and design moved the development
of the company forward.
With an innate passion and desire to create and produce beautiful, quality, handmade
products, Caroline has steered and developed the company to success in little more
than a year. The cornerstone of this success is the high standards and attention to
detail in each and every one of the company’s hire products. In her role as Director of
Words To Glow, Caroline also takes full control of the marketing and promotion of the
product and brand, and equal responsibility for the entire booking process – from
client liaison to delivery and set up at planned events. As such, Caroline is uniquely
placed to fully understand her varied clients’ needs.
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PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Hand made with quality MDF and
painted with a beautiful white satinwood
finish, each of our wooden letters are
lovingly handcrafted in our workshop and
stand at 4ft high. With a classic font and
finish, each letter comes complete with
our long-lasting warm white LED bulbs.

Available in every letter of the alphabet
and numbers; with multiples of some
letters also in stock, the hire choice
available to our clients is certainly varied.

Please see below for some representative
pictures of the items we have available
for hire and examples of our work:

INSPIRATION
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KEY CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS

Source: Google Analytics

As represented by the above graphic, 70% of our demographic are UK
based. 78% of potential client base are female. Our ideal client is therefore
female and relatively young, with just under half of our website browsers
falling into the 25 - 34 years age bracket. This can be explained due to the
predominately wedding focused nature of our business model.
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NOTABLE MEDIA
MENTIONS
“Take a look at how our
#Eveolution project spelled
out success for #BGHclients
@wordstoglow”
(source: Twitter)
Published July 2016

“The unique Eveolution project,
offering female entrepreneurs the
opportunity to develop their digital
skills, has helped to ramp up the
online presence of Eccles-based
Words To Glow.”
http://www.businessgrowthhub.com/
news/june-2016/digital-skills-spell-outsuccess-for-words-to-glow
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COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT
Ward 84 Charity
Gala Dinner for
Royal Manchester
Children’s Hospital:

The background:
Ward 84 is Royal Manchester Children Hospital’s Oncology and Haematology ward
treating children from across the North West and beyond for childhood cancer and
serious blood conditions. To ensure an ongoing legacy for this wonderful cause, the
parents and loved ones of past and present patients of Ward 84 came together to
organise the very first Friends of Ward 84 Gala Charity Ball.

The Charity Gala Dinner:
The gala dinner was organised and held at the AJ Bell Stadium, Salford on the 29th
October 2016. Fabulous prizes were donated on the night, raising an incredible total of
over £13,000 for poorly children in Manchester. To provide a party atmosphere and
provide part of the room décor for the night, Words To Glow were only too delighted
to donate large illuminated letters for the event, spelling out WARD 84.

As event organiser Mairead states,
“The support we received from various businesses and individuals was
amazing” says Mairead. “We were overwhelmed by the support we
received, particularly from Words To Glow. When they heard about our
story they wanted to help and kindly donated letters spelling out “Ward
84”.
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COMPANY
LOGOS
Please find examples of our
company logo here available
for use in your press release.

Please feel free to contact us
if you require the logo in a
downloadable file format.
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PRESS CONTACT
For press enquiries and further information please
contact:
Caroline McAvoy (Company Director)
Company Registered Address:
55 Victoria Crescent, Eccles, Manchester, M30 9AN
Telephone contact: 07854 152 309 Email: caroline@wordstoglow.co.uk

uk.linkedin.com/in/carolinemcavoy

wordstoglow

words2glow

